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1. This report contains the account ef the burial of the remaining four
radio sets and is supplementary to the reference memorandum,

2. The location of the last four SST' l's is as follows;

a. Set # 7 - c i, See TOM/MIL/697 and sketch (attached).

b. Set # 8 - This est was buried by c	 2 alone. It'sloca-
tion is known only to c-	 a, -	 nand c_	 .

See VSM/MIL/702 and. sketch (attached).

c. Sets 49 - These two sets, buried by C-	 molt= -a, are known
& 10	 to no one else. Their location is described in the

attached memorandum from a	 -a to C.:	 .1, Photo -
graph4negatives and sketches of the location are
appended.

3. It will be noted that sets # 8 an& # 10 are both buried on
Rimmeletrasse. C- _ I buried. # 8 the night before be left on his vacation,
and. we did not reoeive the description of the location until he returned.
Meanwhile, C-	 .3 has buried set # 10 on the same street. Checking on the
burial places, a	 'n reports that these two sets are separated by approximately
half sails, and that therefore, there is no particular reason to move either
of them.	
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SUBJECT : Lsoatiem sr

REF

DATE:  21 Oetelter 194S

1. preset from Diana (see 0. S. Army nap Wiser Xsostadt, Austria,
&X.,. X itl (3.00L& *3.6) 1,44 Vissos, ikestadt, Austria, X 4711.541 1920/
$0 ir 6.1 ormrdisates 2404 447) a rood toward Xetting (nordimates s •sys.

477) or approximatelyI bilesetermatil a road appears es the left bank-
tag off to Willesdorf (ssordisates X 2204 435). At this psi*, a toss
may to sees en the loft of the real and a tit farther eh ea. will in • all
war-Me ohapol, or shrine, on the right side of the road.

2. On the DOrfies site of the shrine a path was up to the right into
the woods past a tangsau* (bsionstag to farmer TIM) to Draokenstoia amine.
fellowing path	 my the bill, one pesos the fazitheaso is the left, sae
sees • strive of telephone poles resift pavallol to path "A ea She loft.
The radio is burifl ea the slope site of the fifth (5) tolopheao pole free
MOM farmhouse, it motor frost the polo.

3. this fifth pet. is amesesible free toetepath 1/24 the t t
off at right angles to path 'As approziartoly 300 motors from tint
Notting real. A fehrth talophoL pele (from fiX24) is on the ismediate
right of foot-path 1010 ant tears the siga "Urging Tortoise. At this
point leaso feet-path 'Xs asd welt direetly toward the fifth teleptess pole.

4. Soo Attalla dispels.
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22 October 1948

SUBJECT : Location of Buried Radio Set

REF

1. Follow the Himmelstrasse out of town towards the Bohenstrasse,
passing house #133. About kilometer before reaching the Rohenstrasse,
one will notice a lamp post on the right (#2769 is stencilled on it).
This is one of the few lamps in working order in the immediate vicinity.

2. sight along the pole at right angles to the Rimmeletrasse across
the valley to a large yellow house on the opposite side; follow the sight
through the underbrush to the edge of the fields. Facing the yellow house
on the edge of the fields right turn and proceed four (4) paces and one
will notice a foot path running back to the Himmelstrasse. The radio is
buried in the path three (3) paces from the edge of the field.

3. See attached chart.
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SUBJECT :Burial of 85Th1 # 9 and # 10	
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1. SSTR 1 # 9 was buried in a wooded valley on the western end of

Sieveringerstrasse, Vienna XIX. It can be located by proceeding out Sieveringer-
stream, 1.2 miles (1.9 km) from the end of the Sieveringertrolloy line, or .4
miles (.64 km) from the last building on the left hand side of Sieveringerstrasse,
to the point where a brook crosses the road and joins the main stream running
along the left hand side of the road. The small concrete bridge at this point
is the first on the road and is unmistakable. Immediately beyond this bridge,
and to the left, another concrete bridge crosses the stream giving access to two
main footpaths running left and right parallel to the road on the opposite side
of the stream. However, directly in front of the footbridge, at right angles
to the road, and up a small incline, a third footpath enters the woods through
a growth of young trees. This footpath is not as well defined as those running
left and right but is marked on its right hand side by a young tree with a
painted white-red-white band. Following this path through the group of small
trees and underbrush, still at right angles to the road, for 45 paces from the
edge of the road, or 23 paces from the top of the incline, brings one to a
triangular group of three maple trees. These trees lie just to the right of the
path, are approximately 20-25 years old and are further distinguished by the
fact that, in the middle of the triangle formed by them, is a small stump which
is beginning to sprout new branches. The set is buried approximately six inches
deep midway between the stomp and the tree nearest the road.

2. See attached chart and photographs.

3. SSTR 1 # 10 is located on the edge of a valley on the western end
of Himmelstrasse, Vienna XIX. It can be located by proceeding out Himmelstrasse
to the lamp poet on the right hand side of the road which has a stencilled
number 2761. As a double check, this is the third lamp post on the right hand
side beyond the gate leading to Bellevue Hoehe, 113 Rimmelstrasse, Approximately
20 feet (or 7 meters) further along the road is a wooden telephone or electric
pole with a brace on its downhill side. Another eight feet beyond is an opening
in the right hand roadbank from which the beginning of a row of bushes covering
a drainage ditch can be seen. This bush row is quite easily distinguished by
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the fact that it continues from the top to the bottom of the hill at right
angles to the road. It is the only row of bushes observed anywhere in the
vicinity running down the entire length of the hill. Following a faint path
at right angles to the road for thirty paces to and through the first section
of bushes brings one to a small clearing approximately three meters in diameter.
This clearing is just to the left of the covered drainage ditch and can also
be entered by an opening on the left side of the bush line. The spot can be
definitely identified by a bottomless blue pail which was placed by the re-
porting officer completely over the branches of a thorny bush and which now
rests on the ground with the bush growing through it, The set is buried
approximately six inches below the Bunt* in this small clearing 11 meters
uphill from the marked buldi.

Et. See attached chart and photographs.
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SUBJECT :Burial of SSTR
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1 • 9 and # 10	 c

DATE:

"

1:1-2
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REVIEWER:
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1. SSTR 1 # .9 was burled in a wooded valley on the western end of
Sieveringerstrasse, Vienna XIX. It can be located by proceeding out Sieveringer-
straese 1.2 miles (1.9 km) from the end of the Sieverings trolley line, or .4
miles (.64 km) from the last building on the left hand side of Sieveringerstresse,
to the point where a brook crosses the road and joins the mein stream running
along the left hand side of the road. The smell concrete bridge rt this point
is the first on the road nnd is unmistakable. Immediately beyond this bridge,
and to the left, another concrete bridge crosses the stream giving access to two
main footpaths running left and right parallel to the road on the onoosite tide
of the stream. However, directly in front of the footbridge, at right angles
to the road, and up a small incline, a third footpath enters the woods through
n growth of young trees. This footpath is not as well defined as those running
left and right but is marked on its right hand side by a. young tree with
painted white-red-white band. Following this path through the group of small
trees and underbrush, still at right angles to the road, for 45 paces from the
edge of the road, or 23 paces from the top of the incline, brings one to a
triangular group of three maple trees. These trees lie just to the right of the
path, are Approximately 20-25 years old and are further distinguished by the
fact that, in the middle of the triangle formed by them, is a small stump which
is beginning to sprout new branches. The set is buried ap proximately six inches
deep midway between the stump and the tree nearest the road.

2. See attached chart nnd ohotographs.

3. SSTR 1 # 10 is located on the edge of a valley on the western end
of Himmelstresse, Vienne XIX. It can be located by proceeding out Rimmelstrasse
to the lamp post on the right hnnd side of the rod- which !Ls n c!tencil1e1
number 2761. As a double check, this is the third limp post on th6 right hnnd
side beyond the gate leading to Bellevue Hoehe, 117 HimmelstrFssa. ApproAmEtely
20 feet (or 7 metars) further elon;; the rend is a wooden tclenhcae or electric
pole with n brnce on its downhill side. !,,nothcr ei c.ht feet beyod irs an opening
in the right hnnd roadbenk from which the beginning of a row of bushes covering

drainage ditch can bn seen. This bush row is quite easily iistingrinlied by
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the fact that it continues from the top to the bottom of the hill at right
angles to the road. It is the only row of bushes observed anywhere in the
vicinity running down the entire length of the hill. Following a faint path
at right angles to the road for thirty paces to and through the first section
of bushes brings one to a small clearing approximately three meters in diameter.
This clearing is just to the left of the covered drainage ditch and can also
be entered by an opening on the left side of the bush line. The spot can be
definitely identified by a bottomless blue pall which was plated by the re-
porting officer completely over the branches of a thorny bush and which now
rests on the ground with the bush growing through it. The set is buried
approximately six inciter below the surface in this small clearing li meters
uphill from the marked bush.

4. See attached chart and photographs.
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